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9 
 This draft guidance, when finalized, will represent the Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) current 

thinking on this topic.  It does not create or confer any rights for or on any person and does not operate to 
11 bind FDA or the public.  You can use an alternative approach if the approach satisfies the requirements of 
12 the applicable statutes and regulations. If you want to discuss an alternative approach, contact the FDA 
13 staff responsible for implementing this guidance.  If you cannot identify the appropriate FDA staff, call 
14 the appropriate number listed on the title page of this guidance.  

16 
17 
18 
19 I. INTRODUCTION 

21 This guidance is intended to assist applicants in designing trials to support marketing approval of 
22 drugs to treat breast cancer in the neoadjuvant (preoperative) setting.  The main focus of the 
23 guidance is to discuss the use of pathologic complete response (pCR) in breast cancer as a 
24 potential endpoint to support approval under the accelerated approval regulations (21 CFR part 

314, subpart H, for drugs and 21 CFR part 601, subpart E, for biological products).  The 
26 objectives of the guidance are to:   
27 
28  Propose a uniform definition of pCR for regulatory purposes 
29 

 Briefly summarize what is currently known about the relationship between pCR and 
31 prognosis 
32 
33  Describe trial designs and patient populations where pCR is reasonably likely to predict 
34 clinical benefit  

36  Provide guidance regarding trial designs that would permit confirmation of clinical 
37 benefit and support conversion to regular approval   
38 
39 This guidance does not address trials of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy for breast cancer, nor 

does it address use of pCR as an endpoint for approval of drugs to treat tumor types other than 
41 breast cancer. This guidance describes one pathway to accelerated approval for promising drugs 
42 in early stages of development for breast cancer.  Note that alternative approaches may be 

1 This guidance has been prepared by the Breast Oncology Group, Office of Hematology and Oncology Products, in 
the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) at the Food and Drug Administration.  
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43 acceptable for drugs with more extensive prior clinical data, existing breast cancer indications, 
44 those being studied in ongoing randomized adjuvant breast cancer trials, or those with 
45 unprecedented efficacy in early breast cancer trials.  Applicants should consult the FDA as early 
46 as possible regarding trial designs intended to support a neoadjuvant breast cancer indication. 
47 
48 Specific terms and phrases used in this guidance are defined as follows:  
49 
50  The phrase early-stage breast cancer refers to invasive breast cancer without distant 
51 metastases (i.e., American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) Stage I-III)   
52 
53  The phrase high-risk refers to patients with breast cancer who have a high risk of distant 
54 disease recurrence and death despite use of optimal modern local and systemic adjuvant 
55 therapy 
56 
57  The terms neoadjuvant and preoperative are used interchangeably to refer to systemic 
58 therapy that is given before lumpectomy or mastectomy to reduce the risk of breast 
59 cancer recurrence   
60 
61  The terms drug and systemic therapy refer to both drugs and biological products 
62 regulated by the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research 
63 
64 FDA’s guidance documents, including this guidance, do not establish legally enforceable 
65 responsibilities. Instead, guidances describe the Agency’s current thinking on a topic and should 
66 be viewed only as recommendations, unless specific regulatory or statutory requirements are 
67 cited. The use of the word should in Agency guidances means that something is suggested or 
68 recommended, but not required.   
69 
70 
71 II. BACKGROUND 
72 
73 A. Rationale for Neoadjuvant Therapy 
74 
75 Adjuvant systemic therapies for breast cancer (i.e., drugs given to reduce the risk of breast cancer 
76 recurrence) historically have been administered following definitive breast surgery.  Preoperative 
77 or neoadjuvant systemic chemotherapy, once reserved for patients with locally advanced breast 
78 cancer in whom the goal was to render large breast cancers operable, has become increasingly 
79 common. There are several potential rationales for neoadjuvant treatment for early-stage breast 
80 cancer. Giving chemotherapy preoperatively permits breast conservation in some patients who 
81 would otherwise require mastectomy and may improve cosmesis in existing candidates for breast 
82 conservation. Preoperative therapy also enables the oncologist to evaluate tumor response and 
83 discontinue ineffective therapy or substitute an alternative systemic therapy.  Further, a patient’s 
84 response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy may provide prognostic information that can supplement 
85 conventional prognostic data, such as initial staging, tumor grade, and receptor status.  Finally, 
86 the neoadjuvant setting provides investigators the unique opportunity to examine modulation of 
87 tissue biomarkers from the time of biopsy to the time of definitive breast surgery following 
88 completion of preoperative systemic therapy. 
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89 
90 A meta-analysis of approximately 4,000 patients enrolled in 9 trials of neoadjuvant versus 
91 adjuvant chemotherapy or endocrine therapy found no evidence that the sequencing of adjuvant 
92 systemic therapy and surgery alters distant disease recurrence or overall survival (OS) (Mauri et 
93 al. 2005). Of note, there was an increased risk of locoregional recurrence in patients who 
94 received neoadjuvant therapy compared with those who received postoperative adjuvant therapy, 
95 which has been attributed to omission of definitive local therapy in some of the neoadjuvant 
96 trials (Mauri et al. 2005).  Assuming that definitive local therapy will be provided, preoperative 
97 systemic therapy appears to be an acceptable alternative to standard postoperative systemic 
98 therapy of early-stage breast cancer, and facilitating development of new drugs for use in the 
99 neoadjuvant setting is a worthwhile objective. 

100 
101 B. The Accelerated Approval Regulations 
102 
103 The FDA’s accelerated approval regulations are intended to facilitate development of drugs for 
104 treatment of a serious or life-threatening disease that provide meaningful therapeutic benefit over 
105 available therapy. We recognize that despite advances in adjuvant systemic therapy of breast 
106 cancer over the past few decades, there remains a significant unmet medical need for certain 
107 high-risk or poor prognosis populations of early-stage breast cancer patients.  Developing highly 
108 effective new drugs for these populations is a priority of the FDA.  We hope that this proposal to 
109 consider pCR an endpoint that would support accelerated approval in the neoadjuvant setting 
110 will encourage industry innovation and expedite the development of breakthrough therapies to 
111 treat high-risk early-stage breast cancer.  
112 
113 The accelerated approval regulations, at 21 CFR 314.510 and 21 CFR 601.41, provide that:  
114 
115 FDA may grant marketing approval for a new drug [or biological] product on the basis of 
116 adequate and well-controlled clinical trials establishing that the drug product has an effect on 
117 a surrogate endpoint that is reasonably likely, based on epidemiologic, therapeutic, 
118 pathophysiologic, or other evidence, to predict clinical benefit or on the basis of an effect on 
119 a clinical endpoint other than survival or irreversible morbidity.   
120 
121 Section IV.A.2., Trials to Support Accelerated Approval, of this guidance discusses trial designs 
122 to support accelerated approval. The regulations further provide that: 
123 
124 Approval under this section will be subject to the requirement that the applicant study the 
125 drug further, to verify and describe its clinical benefit, where there is uncertainty as to the 
126 relation of the surrogate endpoint to clinical benefit, or of the observed clinical benefit to 
127 ultimate outcome.  Postmarketing studies would usually be studies already underway.  When 
128 required to be conducted, such studies must also be adequate and well-controlled.  The 
129 applicant shall carry out any such studies with due diligence.   
130 
131 Section IV.A.3., Trials to Verify and Describe Clinical Benefit (Confirmatory Trials), of this 
132 guidance discusses trial designs to verify and describe clinical benefit (commonly referred to as 
133 confirmatory trials). 
134 
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135 
136 III. DEFINITION OF PATHOLOGIC COMPLETE RESPONSE  
137 
138 Pathologic complete response has been used as an endpoint in numerous trials of neoadjuvant 
139 systemic therapy for breast cancer.  To date, however, there has not been a uniform definition of 
140 pCR, which has made reporting and interpretation of data from neoadjuvant trials challenging.  
141 For example, some investigators have defined pCR as the absence of both in situ and invasive 
142 cancer following neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whereas others have considered only the invasive 
143 component in the definition.  Some investigators have defined pCR as absence of residual cancer 
144 in the breast and regional lymph nodes at the time of definitive surgery, whereas others have 
145 defined pCR as a complete response in the breast, irrespective of axillary nodal involvement 
146 (Buzdar et al. 2005; von Minckwitz et al. 2010; Bear et al. 2006; Wolmark et al. 2001).  
147 Furthermore, pathology outcomes in neoadjuvant trials have been termed not only pCR, but near 
148 pCR, quasi pCR, comprehensive pCR, strict pCR, and pCRinv (Kuroi et al. 2006).   
149 
150 Adoption of a single term with a standard definition would facilitate discussion of proposed trial 
151 designs and interpretation of clinical trial data to support accelerated approval.  We propose the 
152 following definition for regulatory purposes: 
153 
154 Pathologic complete response (pCR) is defined as the absence of any residual invasive 
155 cancer on hematoxylin and eosin evaluation of the resected breast specimen and all sampled 
156 ipsilateral lymph nodes following completion of neoadjuvant systemic therapy (i.e., ypT0 
157 ypN0 in the current AJCC staging system).   
158 
159 This proposed definition reflects our current understanding of two important features of the 
160 underlying biology of early-stage breast cancer.  First, neither ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) 
161 nor lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) is generally believed to regress with systemic therapy, nor 
162 does its persistence after neoadjuvant therapy appear to have prognostic significance; therefore, 
163 the presence of residual DCIS or LCIS at the time of surgery should not be used to judge the 
164 effectiveness of neoadjuvant systemic therapy (Mazouni et al. 2007).  Second, regional nodal 
165 involvement at initial presentation is a well-established risk factor for breast cancer recurrence 
166 and death, and a goal of neoadjuvant systemic therapy is to eliminate it.  Investigators from the 
167 National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) B-27 trial and others have 
168 reported that patients with a pCR in the breast but residual regional nodal involvement have an 
169 inferior OS compared with patients with a pCR in both the breast and regional nodes (McCready 
170 et al. 1989; Fisher et al. 1998). We believe that the definition of pCR proposed in this guidance 
171 has the greatest likelihood of predicting clinical benefit for regulatory purposes in patients with 
172 early-stage breast cancer who achieve pCR following neoadjuvant systemic therapy.   
173 
174 The proposed definition also reflects an evolving paradigm in surgical management of the axilla.  
175 Axillary lymph node dissection (ALND) may not be required for patients with sentinel lymph 
176 node-positive breast cancer in whom local and systemic therapies are unlikely to be affected by 
177 the finding of additional positive lymph nodes.  We anticipate that future clinical trials probably 
178 will not mandate ALND for all patients with positive sentinel lymph nodes.  To address this 
179 issue proactively, we propose the phrase sampled ipsilateral lymph nodes for use in our standard 
180 definition of pCR.  This definition permits flexibility in terms of the surgical approach to the 
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181 axilla, but reflects the assumption that the presence of any residual invasive cancer following 
182 neoadjuvant therapy is likely to portend a poorer prognosis.  Given that the primary endpoint 
183 includes the pathologic status of the axilla and that an imbalance of ALND between arms has the 
184 potential to confound interpretation of pCR, an algorithm for surgical management of the axilla 
185 is critical and should be explicitly outlined in the protocol plans.  These plans should minimize 
186 confounding by ensuring that the approach to local therapy is consistent across treatment arms.  
187 
188 
189 IV. CLINICAL TRIAL DESIGN AND STATISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
190 
191 We strongly encourage applicants to meet with the Office of Hematology and Oncology 
192 Products (OHOP) to discuss designs of all neoadjuvant trials intended to support accelerated 
193 approval and to submit all such protocols under the special protocol assessment mechanism for 
194 formal review prior to trial initiation.   
195 
196 A. Trial Designs in the Neoadjuvant Setting 
197 
198 1. Rationale for Use of Pathologic Complete Response as a Surrogate Endpoint in 
199 Neoadjuvant Trials 
200 
201 Historically, new drugs for breast cancer have been developed and approved initially in the 
202 metastatic setting, with patients who had an expected median OS of approximately 2 years or 
203 less. Trials to support adjuvant (postoperative) indications generally have followed development 
204 and approval in the metastatic setting and are much lengthier.  Existing adjuvant therapy for 
205 breast cancer will effectively delay or eliminate recurrence for many patients so that prolonged 
206 follow-up in randomized trials is needed to demonstrate a difference in disease-free survival 
207 (DFS) or OS adequate to support drug approval in the adjuvant setting.  As a result, the time 
208 from initiation of a phase 3 trial of a drug in metastatic breast cancer to approval for its use in an 
209 adjuvant population is often well more than a decade.  
210 
211 The effectiveness of adjuvant therapy for breast cancer is well-established, but certain 
212 subpopulations of breast cancer patients continue to be at substantial risk of recurrence and 
213 death, even with the best available adjuvant therapy.  Unfortunately, novel postoperative 
214 systemic therapies for these patients can be assessed only in multiyear trials, and there is no early 
215 marker of potential effectiveness.  In contrast, when systemic therapy is given in the preoperative 
216 setting, a pCR endpoint that may be reasonably likely to predict clinical benefit can be assessed 
217 within several months of initiation of the investigational drug.  We believe that use of pCR as an 
218 endpoint to support accelerated approval in high-risk populations in the neoadjuvant setting has 
219 the potential to help address unmet need in these populations in a far shorter time frame than 
220 would be required via the conventional approach to breast cancer drug development.   
221 
222 Randomized neoadjuvant trials comparing the same treatment administered either preoperatively 
223 or postoperatively have suggested that pCR may predict DFS or OS in patients with early-stage 
224 breast cancer treated with preoperative systemic therapy.  In the NSABP B-18 trial, which 
225 compared preoperative versus postoperative delivery of 4 cycles of doxorubicin plus 
226 cyclophosphamide (AC), patients in the preoperative AC arm who attained pCR had a markedly 
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227 reduced risk of death (hazard ratio (HR) 0.32, p<0.0001) at 16 years of follow-up compared with 
228 those who did not (Rastogi et al. 2008). Similarly, in the NSABP B-27 trial, which compared the 
229 addition of preoperative or postoperative docetaxel to preoperative AC, patients who achieved a 
230 pCR also had a significantly improved OS (HR 0.33, p<0.0001) (Bear et al. 2006).  A Cochrane 
231 meta-analysis of 14 trials of preoperative versus postoperative chemotherapy enrolling 5,500 
232 patients with a median follow-up of 18 to 124 months reported that the risk of death in patients 
233 who attained pCR was reduced by almost half compared with patients who had residual tumor 
234 present at the time of surgery (HR 0.48; 95 percent CI 0.33, 0.69) (van der Hage et al. 2007).   
235 
236 We acknowledge that these types of analyses, commonly referred to as responder analyses, have 
237 inherent limitations. We anticipate that both ongoing efforts led by the Breast Oncology Group 
238 in OHOP, as described below, as well as future neoadjuvant trials, will clarify prospectively the 
239 association between pCR and traditional breast cancer endpoints used for approval in the 
240 adjuvant setting. 
241 
242 We would emphasize that the analysis of neoadjuvant breast cancer trials for regulatory approval 
243 should compare pCR rates and DFS or OS between treatment arms, using the full intent-to-treat 
244 population, and should not be limited to those patients who achieve pCR, because this is a 
245 nonrandomized patient subset determined by outcome subsequent to randomization.  Some trials 
246 that have shown a difference in pCR rate between arms have nonetheless failed to show a 
247 significant difference between arms in DFS when the entire intent-to-treat population is 
248 considered (Kaufmann et al. 2006).  It is expected that a large difference in pCR rate between 
249 treatment arms will be needed to produce a statistically significant difference in DFS or OS in 
250 the overall trial population that is also clinically meaningful.   
251 
252 For example, in the Neoadjuvant Herceptin (NOAH) trial, patients with high-risk, human 
253 epidermal growth factor receptor 2- (HER2-) positive locally advanced or inflammatory breast 
254 cancer were randomly allocated to receive preoperative chemotherapy plus trastuzumab followed 
255 by completion of a total of 1 year of adjuvant trastuzumab versus the same regimen of 
256 preoperative chemotherapy alone.  The rate of pCR was doubled in the trastuzumab arm 
257 compared with the chemotherapy-alone arm (38 percent versus 19 percent, p=0.001).  With 3.2 
258 years of median follow-up, the 3-year DFS was 71 percent in the trastuzumab arm and 56 
259 percent in the chemotherapy-alone arm (HR 0.58, adjusted p=0.013).  There was no statistically 
260 significant difference in OS, but fewer deaths occurred in the trastuzumab arm (18 versus 26; HR 
261 0.62) (Gianni et al. 2010). 
262 
263 In a smaller trial that was terminated early by the data monitoring committee because of 
264 superiority in terms of pCR rate, patients with HER2-positive operable breast cancer were 
265 randomized to preoperative chemotherapy with or without preoperative trastuzumab.  The pCR 
266 rate was 67 percent in the trastuzumab arm compared with 25 percent in the chemotherapy-alone 
267 arm (Buzdar et al. 2005).  With a median follow-up of 3 years, only 3 of the original 42 patients 
268 had experienced disease recurrence, one of whom had died.  All events were in the 
269 chemotherapy-alone arm.  The DFS was 100 percent in the trastuzumab arm and 85 percent in 
270 the chemotherapy-alone arm (unadjusted p=0.041) (Buzdar et al. 2007).   
271 
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272 We have not previously approved any drugs for neoadjuvant treatment of early-stage breast 
273 cancer. Although pCR has been used as the primary endpoint in numerous neoadjuvant breast 
274 cancer trials, there remains a need to characterize more precisely the relationship between pCR 
275 and long-term clinical benefit measures such as DFS and OS.  To this end, the Breast Oncology 
276 Group in OHOP has established an international working group with many of the investigators 
277 from these trials.  This working group, known as the Collaborative Trials in Neoadjuvant Breast 
278 Cancer (CTNeoBC), has embarked upon a large meta-analysis of the relationship between pCR 
279 and DFS/OS using primary source data from more than 12,000 patients enrolled in published 
280 randomized neoadjuvant trials with long-term follow-up for DFS or OS available.  Important 
281 topics that this meta-analysis will address include the correlation between pCR and DFS/OS and 
282 the subtypes of early-stage breast cancer in which pCR is most likely to predict clinical benefit.   
283 
284 The results of the CTNeoBC meta-analysis, as well as public commentary on this draft guidance, 
285 will help to inform the FDA’s ultimate decision regarding use of pCR as an endpoint for 
286 accelerated approval in high-risk early-stage breast cancer.  We expect that our thoughts on how 
287 to use pCR appropriately as an endpoint for approval will evolve as we gain additional 
288 experience with randomized neoadjuvant breast cancer trials designed with regulatory intent. 
289 
290 2. Trials to Support Accelerated Approval 
291 
292 To effectively assess the efficacy of the investigational drug, trials designed to support 
293 accelerated approval in the neoadjuvant treatment of high-risk early-stage breast cancer should 
294 be randomized, controlled trials designed to demonstrate superiority.  The biological differences 
295 between the tumors of patients who achieve a pCR in response to neoadjuvant therapy and those 
296 who do not are poorly understood, and some investigators have expressed concern about the use 
297 of pCR as an endpoint to evaluate an investigational drug in nonrandomized trials.  We share 
298 these concerns. A high pCR rate in a single-arm trial may reflect the biologic characteristics of 
299 the tumors in the population enrolled, the efficacy of the investigational drug delivered, the 
300 efficacy of conventional therapy delivered, or, frequently, a combination of the above.   
301 
302 Many individuals with early-stage breast cancer, including those identified as high risk at initial 
303 presentation, can be cured with currently available therapy, and at present there appears to be no 
304 advantage, in terms of survival, to earlier (i.e., preoperative) administration of systemic therapy 
305 (Mauri et al. 2005). The preferred randomized trial design would be an add-on design, in which 
306 a standard adjuvant regimen delivered preoperatively is compared with the same regimen plus 
307 the investigational drug, also delivered preoperatively.  A double-blind, placebo-controlled 
308 design is preferred, if blinding the investigators and patients is feasible in view of the toxicities 
309 of the investigational drug. In all cases, pathologists interpreting surgical specimens for 
310 assessment of pCR should be blinded to treatment arm.  The analysis should compare pCR rates 
311 and DFS or OS between treatment arms, using the full intent-to-treat population.  
312 
313 We would caution that it is common for patients without any remaining palpable tumor in the 
314 breast or axilla after neoadjuvant therapy (i.e., those who have a clinical complete response 
315 (cCR)) to nonetheless have residual invasive breast cancer detected by pathology at the time of 
316 definitive breast surgery (von Minckwitz et al. 2001).  Thus, a patient who has achieved cCR 
317 should not be assumed to have achieved pCR. This observation underscores the need for 
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318 standard local therapy in all patients who are treated with preoperative systemic therapy.  
319 Neoadjuvant trials conducted with regulatory intent should specify that all patients must receive 
320 lumpectomy and radiotherapy, or mastectomy with or without postmastectomy radiotherapy, 
321 consistent with current standards of care, at the completion of neoadjuvant systemic therapy 
322 (Davidson 2005). 
323 
324 As previously mentioned, this guidance describes one pathway to accelerated approval, focusing 
325 on promising drugs in early stages of development for breast cancer.  Alternative approaches 
326 may be acceptable for drugs with extensive prior clinical data, existing breast cancer indications, 
327 those being studied in ongoing randomized adjuvant breast cancer trials, or those with 
328 unprecedented efficacy in early breast cancer trials.  For example, when there are more 
329 substantive prior data supporting the activity of the drug in breast cancer, a randomized 
330 superiority trial comparing standard adjuvant therapy delivered preoperatively versus an 
331 investigational therapy delivered preoperatively (i.e., omitting the standard therapy from the 
332 investigational arm) may in some cases be appropriate in lieu of an add-on design.   
333 
334 3. Trials to Verify and Describe Clinical Benefit (Confirmatory Trials) 
335 
336 To verify and describe the clinical benefit of a drug granted accelerated approval on the basis of 
337 a trial with pCR as the primary endpoint, the confirmatory trial should demonstrate a clinically 
338 meaningful and statistically significant improvement in DFS or OS.  The confirmatory trial 
339 should be ongoing at the time of accelerated approval.  One acceptable approach would be to 
340 follow the patients entered into the original randomized neoadjuvant trial that supported the 
341 accelerated approval until DFS or OS data are mature.  This approach may enable a single 
342 randomized trial, if adequately powered and with sufficiently compelling results, to serve as the 
343 basis for both accelerated and regular approval, saving time and resources in drug development 
344 and expediting patient access to breakthrough therapies for high-risk early-stage breast cancer.  
345 Alternatively, clinical benefit may be able to be confirmed in another breast cancer setting.  
346 Applicants should plan to collect long-term safety data and provide this to the FDA on an 
347 ongoing basis so that serious safety signals can be quickly identified and managed.   
348 
349 We recognize that the sample size needed to demonstrate a clinically and statistically significant 
350 improvement in pCR may be considerably smaller than that needed to demonstrate a clinically 
351 and statistically significant improvement in DFS or OS.  Thus a single neoadjuvant trial designed 
352 and powered to demonstrate both an improvement in pCR rate and an improvement in either 
353 DFS or OS may be overpowered (i.e., able to detect differences that may be statistically 
354 significant without being clinically meaningful) for the endpoint of pCR. In this scenario, the 
355 statistical analysis plan for evaluating pCR should be prespecified, with the target magnitude of 
356 effect calculated based upon the applicant’s best estimate of the difference in pCR rate between 
357 arms needed to produce a clinically and statistically significant difference in DFS/OS.  All 
358 patients should be enrolled in the trial before any efficacy analyses, including analyses of pCR, 
359 are performed. Although interim analyses for DFS and/or OS would be appropriate, interim 
360 efficacy analyses of pCR, which could impair the ability of the trial to complete accrual, should 
361 be avoided. Interim analyses for futility would be acceptable.   
362 
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363 If a single trial is intended to meet the two objectives stated above, the statistical analysis plan 
364 should include a plan for controlling the false positive rate (type I error) for the primary 
365 endpoint, pCR, to support accelerated approval, as well as a plan for controlling the false positive 
366 rate for either of the primary endpoints, DFS or OS, to support regular approval.  Because the 
367 effect size on DFS or OS is likely to be smaller than the effect size on pCR rate, the statistical 
368 analysis plan for controlling the overall false positive rate (type I error) for all trial objectives 
369 should be structured such that a greater portion of alpha is allocated to the comparisons of direct 
370 measure(s) of clinical benefit (i.e., DFS or OS), and a lesser portion to the pCR endpoint.   
371 
372 It is important to note that many patients with high-risk early-stage breast cancer enrolled in 
373 neoadjuvant trials will not achieve pCR. The benefit of delivering additional cytotoxic therapy 
374 to patients with residual invasive cancer at the time of surgery following preoperative therapy is 
375 unclear. Given that DFS and OS may be confounded by additional systemic therapy delivered 
376 postoperatively to patients enrolled in a neoadjuvant trial, neoadjuvant trials with regulatory 
377 intent generally should avoid postoperative cytotoxic therapy intended to treat residual disease 
378 found at the time of surgery.  If postoperative systemic therapy is needed (e.g., completion of 52 
379 weeks of trastuzumab in patients with early-stage HER2+ breast cancer), the protocol should 
380 include a detailed and uniform approach to ensure that postoperative systemic therapy is 
381 delivered consistently across treatment arms.  Designs that permit patients on the control arm to 
382 receive the investigational drug in the postoperative setting generally should be avoided because 
383 this will confound DFS and OS.   
384 
385 B. Patient Populations for Neoadjuvant Breast Cancer Trials to Support 
386 Accelerated Approval 
387 
388 Patient populations appropriate for trials of neoadjuvant systemic therapy for breast cancer with 
389 marketing intent are populations judged to have a high risk of distant disease recurrence and 
390 mortality despite use of optimal modern local and systemic therapy.  Patients may be classified 
391 as high risk for recurrence on the basis of conventional histologic features or by appropriately 
392 validated genomic measures.  The decision to pursue accelerated approval via the neoadjuvant 
393 pathway should be made on the basis of a strong biological and clinical rationale for a drug’s 
394 activity in high-risk subtypes of breast cancer.   
395 
396 The median follow-up for efficacy in a neoadjuvant trial with pCR as its primary endpoint will 
397 be brief at the time of accelerated approval.  Data that confirm, or fail to confirm, clinical benefit 
398 in terms of DFS or OS will need several years of additional follow-up to reach maturity.  It is 
399 also conceivable that a trial adding a new drug to standard adjuvant chemotherapy delivered 
400 preoperatively could be conducted without a prior randomized trial in the metastatic setting, 
401 further limiting available data on the activity of the drug in breast cancer at the time of initial 
402 U.S. approval. Therefore, there is a risk that a drug approved in the neoadjuvant setting could 
403 remain on the market for a prolonged period of time, exposing a large number of patients with a 
404 curable disease and potentially normal longevity to the short- and long-term risks of an 
405 ultimately ineffective therapy.   
406 
407 To mitigate this risk, randomized neoadjuvant trials intended to support a marketing application 
408 should be limited to populations of breast cancer patients with an unmet medical need and 
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409 designed to detect increases in pCR rate over available therapy that are of substantial magnitude.  
410 Populations with an unmet medical need can be generally defined as patients having a poor 
411 prognosis despite receipt of the most effective adjuvant systemic therapy currently available 
412 (e.g., patients with high-grade tumors lacking estrogen, progesterone, and HER2 receptors).  
413 What constitutes an appropriate magnitude of benefit depends on the prognosis of the patient 
414 population under study and the effectiveness of existing therapy for that patient population.    
415 
416 Highly variable pCR rates have been reported from trials of neoadjuvant therapy, ranging from a 
417 few percent to more than 65 percent (Mauri et al. 2005; Buzdar et al. 2005).  Multiple 
418 investigators have reported that the patients most likely to achieve pCR with neoadjuvant 
419 chemotherapy are those with high-grade, hormone receptor-negative breast cancers (Kuerer et al. 
420 1999; Rouzier et al. 2005) and those with HER2-positive breast cancer (Buzdar et al. 2005; 
421 Gianni et al. 2010).  Although patients with estrogen receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), 
422 and HER2 receptor negative (i.e., triple-negative) breast cancer are currently regarded as having 
423 the poorest prognosis, the subset of those patients who achieve pCR may have a comparable OS 
424 to patients with non-triple-negative breast cancer (Liedtke et al. 2008).   
425 
426 Likewise, pCR is uncommon in patients with low-grade, hormone receptor-positive tumors 
427 treated with preoperative systemic therapy (Rouzier et al. 2005).  Despite the infrequency of pCR 
428 in this population, patients with low-grade, hormone receptor-positive tumors nonetheless have a 
429 more favorable long-term prognosis and are more likely to be cured with currently available 
430 therapy, rendering pCR a poor predictor of clinical benefit in this population (Bottini et al. 2005).  
431 Furthermore, the majority of patients with hormone receptor-positive breast cancer will receive 
432 postoperative endocrine therapy, the delivery of which could make it more difficult to 
433 demonstrate an effect of a new drug on DFS for confirmation of clinical benefit. 
434 
435 We wish to emphasize that we are concerned about the risk of granting an initial approval in the 
436 setting of limited long-term efficacy and safety data from a neoadjuvant trial.  Although it is 
437 possible that such a risk may be acceptable in populations of breast cancer patients with 
438 significant unmet medical need (e.g., patients with high-grade ER, PR, and HER2-negative 
439 breast cancer), it is unlikely to be deemed acceptable for populations having more favorable 
440 prognoses with existing therapy.  For all of these reasons, we strongly recommend that patients 
441 with hormone receptor-positive tumors lacking high-risk features generally not be enrolled in 
442 neoadjuvant trials intended to support accelerated approval.    
443 
444 C. Characterization of Drug Safety 
445 
446 In a neoadjuvant trial relying upon pCR as the primary endpoint to support accelerated approval, 
447 long-term safety data will be limited.  Conventional adjuvant trials include several years of 
448 follow-up and, in addition, have historically followed one or more randomized trials in the 
449 metastatic setting.  The resultant safety database characterizes not only the incidence and severity 
450 of acute treatment-emergent adverse events, information that will be available in a neoadjuvant 
451 trial as well, but also provides long-term data on the outcome of acute or cumulative adverse 
452 events, such as neuropathy, as well as on the incidence of rare or late toxicities, such as 
453 secondary malignancy or heart disease.  Such a comprehensive safety assessment is critical in an 
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454 early-stage breast cancer population, in whom long-term survival is common and indeed may be 
455 the result of local therapy alone.   
456 
457 Given that a neoadjuvant trial to support accelerated approval could potentially occur without a 
458 prior randomized trial or drug approval in the metastatic setting, applicants should discuss with 
459 the FDA the amount of safety data needed to support a phase 3 neoadjuvant trial.  Before 
460 designing a randomized neoadjuvant trial, applicants should plan to collect and provide to the 
461 FDA at least as much safety data on the investigational drug, alone and in combination, as would 
462 currently be needed to launch a phase 3 trial in the metastatic setting.  Based on the safety profile 
463 and extent of prior clinical experience with the investigational drug(s) or other drugs in the same 
464 class, as well as the proposed trial population, additional safety data may be needed to initiate a 
465 randomized, neoadjuvant trial with marketing intent. 
466 
467 Regulatory decisions on accelerated approval in the neoadjuvant setting would take into 
468 consideration the known, and potentially unknown, risks of a drug in the context of the observed 
469 improvement in pCR for the population under study.  Given these long-term safety 
470 considerations, we would emphasize that trials in the neoadjuvant setting should be designed to 
471 collect long-term safety data from a number of patients comparable to traditional adjuvant breast 
472 cancer trials. In addition to conducting trials adequate to confirm clinical benefit to support 
473 conversion to regular approval, applicants also may be required to conduct additional safety 
474 studies as postmarketing requirements under section 505(o)(3) of the Federal Food, Drug, and 
475 Cosmetic Act. 
476 
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